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Arbortech turbo plane blade

Safety and controlFast tree removal with extra benefit from control and safety. Say goodbye to your unpredictable chainsaw. Easy to use TURBOPlane™ is designed to provide excellent balance and safety, making it easy to pick up and start using right away. PerformanceDurable carbide teeth ensure long blade life even
in hard forests. They are easy to sharpen, further extending the life of the blade. SmoothBlade TechnologyThe unique wide cutting edges of the TURBOPlane™ leaves a smooth finish that requires minimal grinding. Unlike burr plates, the leaves curved design and internal placements of wide cutting edges provide a
unique sculpting action. Results in the smoothest finish possible. Takes the work out of wood. VersatilityCan be used with guides and templates for accuracyIdeal for fast sculpture, planning and trimmingWhen used flat, it creates flat surfacesWhen used at an angle, Is it ideal for convex and concave free form wood
forming™ AND carving bladeRapid freehand wood sculpting, planning and trimmingSwed a smooth finish that requires minimal grindingShow full description Woodcarver Blades &amp; Chisels Arbortech Special Offer Mounted on your angle grinder, arbortech TurboPlane can be used to shape, shape and fly a wide
variety of wooden objects. Use it to make large edge edges, recessed bowls, or to flatten or texture large wooden widths. It is particularly suitable for machining curved parts, such as chair arms, chair legs and for mixing curved joints. 1'' carbide cutters create clean shavings instead of dust, resulting in rapid material
removal and a remarkably smooth surface. Since the blades stop short of the perimeter, TurboPlane resists digging into adjacent surfaces, and the edge can even rub against a template guide. Use with 4'' and 4-1/2 angle grinders with a 5/8 or 7/8 arbor. Features: Freeform effect in hard and soft wood Wide cutting edge
per tooth leaves a smooth finish that requires minimal grinding Fast sculpture, planning and trimming Use level to flat surfaces smooth and flat; Use angled to create convex and concave shapes Excellent control, balance and resistance to chiseling (no cutting teeth on the bladom circuit) Durable tungsten carbide teeth
ensure long blade lifespan even in hard wood Easy to sharpen with a fine diamond roundstone Precision machined from solid steel (1) Arbortech TurboPlane Blade (1) Nylon Reducing washing machine More information Brand Arbortech Manufacturer Part number IND. FG.400.20 Weight 0.500000 Tech Spec Blade
Diameter: 3-7/8'''Carbide Teeth Width: 1'''Maximum RPM: 12,000Tooth Material: Tungsten CarbideBody Material: Solid Steel (1/8'' thick) Timbecon Family Newsletter Registration to get the latest news and special offers
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